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Mock Galaxy Catalogues

A. Berlind
SDSS main volume-limited samples with M_r<-20



Why Mock Galaxy Catalogues?

✤ Testing your pipelines!
✤ Understanding Errors!
✤ Computing covariances

You know what has been included in the mocks, so one can work out 
what are the best estimators, and test systematics.!
As pipelines become complex they are more difficult to capture by 
theoretical modelling, and mocks are needed.!
Covariance matrix require a large number of realisations, the 
production of fast mock galaxy catalogues may provide them!
Large number of mocks allows for exploration of the parameter space. 



ROUTE A

PINOCCHIO

PTHALOSALPT/PATCHY

✤ 2-3 orders of magnitude faster than N-body runs !
✤ decide how to define halos and populate galaxies  

N-Body simulations!
+ high resolution!
+ baryons !
+ galaxy formation semi-
analytical models 

ROUTE B

Move dark matter 
particles analytically

Run PM simulations 
with fewer time steps

all scales

PICOLA

some scales

COLA QPM

Mock Catalogues 
slow fast

Few very accurate mocks, 
but computationally very 

expensive.
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Dark Matter field
Generated using 2LPT (2nd order Lagrangian Perturbation Theory)!
Very fast to run (minutes).  

Manera et al. 2013PTHalos mock catalogues 
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Uses the displacement field !
instead of x 

Solve the equation of motion!
at second order
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Dark Matter:  2LPT 
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Halo field

Halos found using FoF 
algorithm!
Linking length is calculated 
to match the clustering of 
n-body simulations at 10%

Manera et al. 2013PTHalos mock catalogues 
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�l = 1.686 ! �NL = 200 �l = 1.686 ! �NL = 34

Halos in 2LPT  



Eulerian  (NBody) Lagrangian (2LPT)

�l = 1.686 ! �NL = 200 �l = 1.686 ! �NL = 34

b=0.2 b=0.38

Halos in 2LPT  



Halos from N-Body using FoF with b=0.2       Mass = 3.0 1013 Mo/h 
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Manera et al. 2013Galaxies in Halos 
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Zheng et al. 2005 functional form

Halo Occupation Distribution 

How many galaxies?

Where to place them in 
the halo?

What velocity do they  
have?

HOD prescription 

Density Profile

Velocity distribution
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Not done yet! —> Mask 



BOSS mask details

LOWZ mask DR11

LOWZ    !

  Ngal 158,239    Area   7,998deg2   

CMASS   !

 Ngal  690,826   Area   8,976 deg2     



Sciama HPC, Portsmouth 

Manera et al. 2013PTHalos mock catalogues 

CMASS

600 mock galaxy catalogues

LOWZ

1000  mock galaxy catalogues

The number of mocks that are 
needed depends on the 

particular measurement. 



PTHalos Galaxy Mocks Step by Step 
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CMASS correlation function

The correlation function measures the excess of pairs of galaxies over a 
random distribution.  

Anderson et al. 2013

⇠(r) =< �(x)�(x+ s) >



Mocks are useful for more  
than covariance matrices 

✤ Comparing Estimators!
✤ Correcting Systematic Errors

for instance



Comparing Estimators

BAO scale measured from ξ(s)
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Mocks and Systematics

The BAO scale is a cosmological signal. It should not correlate with local variables. !
Cross-correlation with such variables is a mean to evaluate and correct for systematics.      

CMASS DR11

Anderson et al. 2013

Mocks can help 
modelling the level of 

chance cross-correlation 
between galaxies and 

stars, consequently 
allowing to discriminate 
models that overcorrect 

for this particular 
systematic.



Conclusions

•  PTHalos has been used to produce mocks for BOSS

• There are methods to produce fast mock galaxy catalogues.

     PTHalos: 1- fast method to generate mocks useful for LSS analysis!
                         2- 600 mocks for CMASS!
                         3- 1000 mocks for LOWZ   (including HOD(z))                          !
                         4- used for covariance matrices, reconstruction, systematics,   !
                             optimisation of estimators,... and obviously, LSS clustering.  !
  

• There is room for improving the mocks for the next surveys.

• Mock galaxy catalogues are a crucial tool in cosmology:   
essential to understand systematic and statistical errors, test 

analysis methods and pipelines.  



Questions?

Thank You


